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Computationally Efficient Template-Based Face Recognition Yue Wu,∗ Wael AdbAlmageed,∗ Stephen Rawls∗ , Prem Natarajan∗ Abstract— Classically, face recognition depends on computing the similarity (or distance) between a pair of face images and/or their respective representations, where each subject is represented by one image. Template-based face recognition was introduced by the release of IARPA’s Janus Benchmark-A (IJB-A) dataset, in which each enrolled subject is represented by a group of one or more images, called a template. The group of images comprising a template might have been acquired using different head poses, illuminations, ages and facial expressions. Template images could come from still images or video frames. Therefore, measuring the similarity between templates representing two subjects significantly increases the number of pairwise image comparisons (i.e., O(N M ), where N and M are the number of image templates being compared). As the number of enrolled subjects, K, increases, both computational and space requirements become computationally prohibitive. To address this challenge, we present a novel approximate nearest-neighbor (ANN) searchbased solution. Given a query template, ANN methods are used to find similar face images. Retrieved images are used to construct a template pool that is used to find the correct identity of the query subject. The proposed approach largely reduces the number of imposter template-pair comparisons. Experimental results on the IJB-A dataset show that the proposed approach achieves significant speed-up and storage savings, without sacrificing accuracy.



I. I NTRODUCTION Face recognition is an important and challenging computer vision problem, with many applications ranging from national security to daily life. A typical image-based face recognition system can be roughly decomposed into three core modules [17], [1]: 1) a preprocessing module which converts an input image into a canonical form (e.g., cropped, aligned and resized face patch); 2) a feature extractor which takes a preprocessed face image X and produces a feature vector f ; and 3) a recognition module which uses some metric ρf (·, ·) that measures the degree of similarity between two face feature vectors. Most face recognition research focuses on improving face image preprocessing and/or achieving a more robust and discriminative face representation, such as improved face detection [9], face frontalization [6], improved facial landmark detection [2], estimating facial attributes, (e.g., age and gender) [5], deep neural network features [1], etc. Other research attempts to find better similarity metrics [4], [7] for comparing face representations. Given a query (i.e., probe1 ) face image and a reference database that contains K enrolled gallery images, one image ∗ All authors are with the Information Sciences Institute, University of Southern California, 4676 Admiralty Way, Marina Del Rey, CA 90292.
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per subject, the search time is therefore linear in terms of the number of images. Nevertheless, in order to develop and deploy a large-scale face recognition system in which hundreds of thousands, or perhaps millions, of subjects are enrolled, the search scheme and similarity measure must be implemented efficiently. Recently, the face recognition problem has been reformulated with the introduction of IARPA’s Janus Benchmark-A (IJB-A) dataset [8], in which each subject (both query and reference) is represented by a template, rather than a single image. A template is a group of one or more images of the subject. Template images could have been acquired under different illumination conditions, at different ages, with different head poses and with different facial expressions. Therefore, measuring the similarity between two subjects entails comparing pairs of images that belong to a query template and reference template, which is O(N M ), where N and M are the number of images in the templates being compared. While the search complexity remains linear (i.e., O(K)) in the number of enrolled subjects, the overall complexity grows to O(KN M ), which is highly expensive as the number of subjects grows and the number of images in the template grows (e.g., by including video frames). One approach to reduce the computational complexity is to use feature fusion, in which all feature vectors extracted from template images are combined into one feature vector representing the given subject [15][10]. This approach reduces the computational complexity at the expense of losing important information contained in image features and in the pairwise image similarities. Moreover, it is often challenging to determine the best method for fusing feature vectors (e.g., max-pooling, average-pooling, etc.). Some pooling functions might be wellsuited for certain attributes, while not for others. For example, in [10] max-pooling is preferred over average-pooling, while in [15] average-pooling performs much better than max-pooling. Finally, this approach is not easy to support useful template operations, such as adding or removing a sample. However, despite the drawbacks of feature fusion techniques, approximate nearest-neighbor (ANN) methods [16][11][13] can be directly applied to feature fusion approaches to reduce the computational complexity of face recognition sublinearly. The other family of approaches is focused on similarity score fusion, in which all pairwise similarity scores are calculated and later fused to produce a template-pair similarity score. Classic ANN solutions become inappropriate since 1) the number of images (therefore features) may vary between query and reference templates, and 2) image neighbors are not necessarily template neighbors. Locality-sensitive hashing (LSH) methods [3][12] are widely
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used for reducing the computational complexity of image search problems. LSH is a mapping h(·) from a real-valued feature vector f to a binary feature vector b, i.e., b = h(f ). The fundamental property of LSH is that distances in the original feature space are preserved in the binary (i.e., Hamming) space, such that ρf (fi , fj ) ∝ ρb (bi , bj ), where ρb (·, ·) is a similarity measure for binary features (such as the Hamming distance). The main advantage of LSH is that the binary representation facilitates a more efficient search in the sense that one only needs to search nearby groups (or buckets) of binary vectors that are similar to the query binary feature. LSH can therefore be used for efficient ANN search to save both time and space [3]. A detailed review of LSH methods can be found in [14]. In this paper we introduce a novel ANN-based solution to computationally improve template-based face recognition in terms of both speed and space requirements. Our method first uses an ANN engine to find nearest-image neighbors for each image in a query template. Based on the identities of the subjects of nearest-image neighbors, we construct a pool of candidate templates. Finally, we reject all other templates and only compute similarity scores between the query template and candidate template pool. We show that the proposed method provides significant speed-up without degrading the recognition performance. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II briefly reviews ANN and image-based face recognition systems. In Section III we introduce our ANN-based method for improving the computational complexity of template-based face recognition approaches that use score fusion. Experimental results are introduced in Section IV. Section V concludes the paper and provides directions for future research.



Algorithm 1: ANN Search Engine



cosineDistance(x, y) = 1 − cosineSimilarity(x, y) where



(1)



Function E:index(g): Input : g, a real-value feature Output: b, a hashed binary feature
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b ← h(g) % index a feature; Function E:enrollItem( g, i ): Input : g, a real-value feature Input : i, item associated with g
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b ← E :index(g) % index a feature; associate b with item i; Function E:build(): prepare hashing tables for all enrolled items Function E:featDist(g, q): Input : g, a real-value feature Input : q, a real-value feature Output: d, approximated distance of ρf (g, q) bg ← E:index(g) ; bq ← E:index(q) ; d ← ρb (bg , bq ) Function E:kNeighbors(q, k): Input : q, a real-value feature Input : k, the number of retrievals Output: k nearest items and corresponding distances b ← E:index(q) % index a feature; compute distance for b and all index features in E; get the k nearest items; Function E:rRadius(q, t): Input : q, a real-value feature Input : t, the distance threshold Output: r nearest items and corresponding distances b ← E:index(q) % index a feature; compute distance for b and all index features in E; get the nearest items within distance r;



cosineSimilarity(x, y) = cos(θ) =



x·y kxkkyk



(2)



and x and y are two face feature vectors.



II. BACKGROUND Regardless of its detailed implementation, a minimal ANN image search engine E typically supports the methods described in Algorithm 1. It is worth noting that E:featDist() in ANN is not exact, because an ANN measures similarity between binary hashes ρb (·, ·) to approximate the similarity of real features ρf (·, ·). Furthermore, E:index() often involves multiple hashing functions in order to improve the accuracy of approximation to the original feature space. For a detailed description of ANN search engines for large-scale data, the reader is referred to [13]. It is therefore straightforward to build a face recognition system using ANN methods and adapt it for image-based face search. In particular, we need to add the methods described in Algorithm 2 to an ANN engine, which preprocesses and extracts a feature vector from the face image, and associates this feature with a subject ID. Furthermore, we must provide methods to compute similarities and distances between feature vectors. For example, cosine distance and cosine similarity are often used, as shown in Equation (1)



1



III. C OMPUTATIONALLY E FFICIENT T EMPLATE -BASED FACE R ECOGNITION USING LSH F ORESTS In [1] we presented a novel multi-pose face recognition algorithm for template-based systems (e.g., IJB-A) using score fusion, where pairwise matching scores are computed between all image pairs in query and reference templates, and then score fusion is used to produce a query-reference templatepair score. In [1] the query template is compared against all reference templates in the dataset. As explained in Section I, the computational complexity of this brute-force approach is O(KN M ). Our objective is to develop an efficient face identification/search technique for these template-based systems without sacrificing the recognition accuracy obtained by brute-force search, while minimizing the storage footprint. As mentioned in Section I, a template is simply a collection of images and videos (or video frames) belonging to the same subject. Figure 1 shows example templates from IJB-A. The main difficulty in applying the image-based face search engine in Algorithm 2 to the template-based search is that the number of images in a template varies between one subject and another. Therefore, we cannot obtain a fixed-length feature vector representing a given subject without using any additional feature pooling technique. For example, in IJB-A, the average number of images per template is approximately 11.4, and
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Algorithm 2: Image-Based Face Search Engine 1
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Function E:representation( I ): Input : I, an input face image Output: f , a face feature X ← preproc(I) %preprocess; f ← featex(X) %feature extraction; Function E:enrollImage(I, id): Input : I, an input face image Input : id, subject identification f ←E:representation(I) ; E:enrollItem(f ,id); Function E:queryImage(Q, k): Input : Q, an input face image Input : k, the retrieved number of most similar subjects Output: knnIds and knnScores, k retrieved ids and scores. q ←E:representation(Q) ; knnIds, knnDist←E:kNeighbors(q,k); convert all d ∈ knnDist via E:distToScore as knnScores; Function E:distToScore(d): Input : d, feature distance Output: s, similarity score



(a)



(b)



Fig. 1: Sample subject templates selected from IJB-A dataset. (a) Emma Waston and (b) Yoyo Ma. Images are cropped and resized for viewing purposes



templates with single images exist as well as images with tens of images. We propose to decompose the problem into three levels. First, we find the k  K nearest enrolled template for each image in the query template. Second, we construct a pool of candidate templates. Third, we compute similarity scores between the query template and each template in the constructed pool. During the subject enrollment process (i.e., adding subject’s template to the reference dataset) of the K subjects, we build an LSH forest [3] of l LSH trees. The total number of indexed ¯ , where M ¯ is the feature vectors is approximately T u K M average number of images in a template. The computational cost of retrieving the cl nearest-neighbors of a query feature vector is O(l(c + log T )), where c is a constant representing the minimum number of index items used for comparison, irrespective of the shape of the LSH forest. Upon receiving a query template that contains N images, we retrieve the nearest-neighbor images for each image in the query template. The computational cost of this operation is therefore O(N l(c + log T )). Unique IDs of the reference templates to which the retrieved images belong are pooled into a candidate reference template pool of size k. In addition, the computational cost of computing the similarity between



N query template images and each image in a single nearestneighbor template is O(N M ), for a total of O(clN M ). The total retrieval and similarity cost is therefore O(N l(c+log T )+ clN M )  O(KN M ). In Section IV we provide an experimental evaluation of the recognition accuracy l, c and k. In order to compute the similarity score between the query template and each of the templates in the candidates pool, we use our multi-pose deep learning face recognition approach proposed in [1]. We use an image representation learned from a convolutional neural network. An input face image is represented by a 4000D real-valued feature vector. The similarity between pairs of feature vectors is computed using cosine similarity as shown in Equation 2. The template-wise similarity score is computed by fusing image-pair scores. There are many ways of performing score fusion — e.g., max and softmax. When we fuse scores using max, the templatewise similarity is determined by the most similar image pair from all pairs of images in a query template and a gallery template. This gives the exact same results as if we had first computed all template-wise similarity scores and then selected the k most similar gallery templates. This is because if a gallery template G is among the k nearest-neighbors of a query template Q, G must be among the k nearest-neighbors of at least one query image in Q. In fact, as long as a gallery template is in the candidate pool, the proposed solution will compute its template-wise similarity score. Fusing the image-pair similarity scores for the k candidate gallery templates produces k template-wise similarity scores si ∈ {s1 , s2 , . . . , sk }. For evaluation purposes, the similarity score between the query template and reference templates excluded from the candidate pool is set to 0. We then use softmax to fuse candidate template scores, as shown in Equation (3), where α = 10 is a positive scalar.  Pk s exp(αs )  i i S = softmax {si }i=1···m = Pi=1 k exp(αs ) i i=1



(3)



This approach can be implemented as shown in Algorithm 3. Method E:kTemplateNeighbors() (line 14 in Algorithm 3) is a naive example for explanation purposes. In this implementation, we reuse the ANN’s E:kNeighbors() method and keep increasing the number of required neighbors when retrieving image-level neighbors from the engine until k unique templates are found. However, one can easily improve the efficiency of this method by replacing the stop criterion of the E:kNeighbors() method — from criterion found k neighbors to criterion found k templates. Method E:templateDist(), is where score fusion occurs, and E:scoreFunction() is an abstract function where various fusion schemes could be adopted. Finally, since E:kTemplateNeighbors() retrieves template neighbors for given images, using E:kTemplateNeighbors() to retrieve neighbors of all images in a query template is easily parallelizable (see line 7 Algorithm 3). As mentioned earlier, E:queryTemplate() in Algorithm 3 is implemented such that we can use multiple threads to speed up the query process. However, we are only interested in k
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template neighbors, while the candidate pool composed by k template neighbors after querying for each image on an individual thread will be much larger than k. When only a single thread is available, one can use E:rRadius() to retrieve items whose feature distance is below a given threshold, and this threshold can be updated after retrieving gallery templates for every image in a query template. Algorithm 4 sketches this strategy. This way, we will obtain the exact k template neighbors. Because this strategy requires sequentially updating the radius threshold, it cannot be used in parallel computation.



Algorithm 3: Template-based Face Search Engine 1



2 3 4 5



6 7 8



IV. E XPERIMENTAL E VALUATION A. Dataset, Metrics and Baseline System We evaluated the proposed template-based face recognition system using the IJB-A dataset under the face identification protocol (i.e., 1 : K search2 ). Since IJB-A contains 10 splits, we evaluate the proposed approach on each split separately and summarize the performance across these splits. We use the standard accuracy metrics defined by IJB-A. These metrics are the true acceptance rates (TAR) at specific false acceptance rates (FAR) of 0.01, and 0.1, the retrieval rank at thresholds of 1, 5, and 10, as well as receiver operating characteristic (ROC) plots. It is worth noting that IJB-A was carefully designed to include challenging template pairs by ensuring that subjects of templates have the same gender, and that their skin colors do not differ more than one level. Detailed descriptions of the dataset, evaluation protocols and accuracy metrics can be found in [8]. To evaluate the computational efficiency improvements, we also report the template rejection rate (TRR), which is the number of gallery templates excluded from the candidate pool for a query template over the number of total gallery templates, as shown in Equation 4. k TRR = 1 − (4) K We only use the CPU for all-to-all matching to compute template-wise similarity scores. As a baseline for accuracy comparisons, we use our face recognition pipeline in [1]. More specifically, we use our pipeline labeled VGG19-AF in [1]. Finally, we evaluate the system’s performance against operational parameters l, c and k.
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B. Results Figure 2 demonstrates the effect of varying different system parameters on retrieval accuracy (i.e., R1, R5 and R10). For each data point we average the system performance for all 10 splits of IJB-A. Clearly, the more LSH trees used, the more accurate the system becomes. This is expected, since the similarity approximation in the hashing space is proportional to the number of LSH trees. When we fix the c parameter, the more neighbors we use, the better the system performance. Similarly, when we fix the k parameter, the more candidates we evaluate, the better the system performance. 2 In IJB-A terminology, this is called 1 : N search, where N is the number of enrolled subject. In this paper, we use N to indicate the number of images in a template and K as the number of subjects. Therefore, we call it 1 : K search to avoid confusion
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Function E:enrollTemplate(T, id): Input : T = {G1 , · · · , Gm }, a template with m images Input : id, associated subject id for j = 1..m do E:enrollImage(Gi , (id,j) ) % enroll each image; end Function E:queryTemplate(T, k): Input : T = {Q1 , · · · , Qn }, a query template with n images Input : k, the retrieved number of most similar subjects Output: knnIds and knnScores, k retrieved ids and scores. listIds← [] % initialize empty list; for j = 1..n do % obtain the k-nearest neighbors for each image (parallelizable); q ←E:representation(Q) ; kIds←E:kTemplateNeighbors(q,k); append (kIds) to listIds ; end knnIds, knnScores← E:templateRanking( listIds, T, k); Function E:kTemplateNeighbors(q, k): Input : q, a query image Input : k, the retrieved number of most similar subjects Output: kIds, k nearest template ids % just a straight-forward but inefficient implementation; j ← 2, c ← 0 %initialization; repeat j ← j + 1, m ← jk ; % find m most similar face images mImgIds, mImgDist← E :kNeighbors(q,m) ; mTempltIds←unique subject ids in mImgIds; mTempltDist←corresponding minimum dist in mImgDist; c ← the number of ids in mTempltIds; until c ≥ k; kIds← the smallest k template ids among mTempltIds; Function E:templateRanking( listIds, T,k ): Input : listIds, list of subject ids Input : T = {Q1 , · · · , Qn }, a query template with n images Input : k, the retrieved number of most similar subjects Output: knnIds, knnScores, list of k nearest template ids & scores lut← {} % initialize empty dictionary ; BQ ← all indexed features from T ; for id in listIds do s ← E:templateDist(id, BQ ) ; lut{id} ← s; end sort ids in lut w.r.t. values; top k subjects’ ids and values as knnIds, knnScores; Function E:templateDist(id, BQ ): Input : id, an enrolled template id Input : BQ = {bq,1 , · · · , bq,n }, a collection of n indexed features Output: s, fused template-wise similarity score listScores ← [] % initialize empty ; BG = {bg,1 , · · · , bg,m } % retrieve indexed features belong to gallery template of id; for j = 1..m do for i = 1..n do d ← ρb (bg,j , bq,i ); s ← E :distToScore(d); append s to listScores; end end s ← E :scoreFusion(listScores); Function E:scoreFusion(listScores): Input : listScores, list of similarity scores Output: S, a fused score % place holder to fuse a list of score to a single score;



In terms of execution time and disk storage, we list comparison results in Table I, where we fixed the parameters k and c to 30 and 50, respectively. Reported statistics again are those averaged from all testing splits. As explained in the theoretical discussions of algorithmic complexity and storage, execution time and storage space are both nearly linearly dependent on the number of LSH trees.
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TABLE I: Execution time and storage comparison.



Algorithm 4: Query Template Using a Single Thread 1



2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17



Expt. baseline l=10 l=20 l=50 l=100 l=200



Function E:queryTemplate(T, k): Input : T = {Q1 , · · · , Qn }, a template with n images Input : k, the number of knn templates isFirst←True ; lut← {} ; for j = 1..n do q ←E:representation(Q) ; if isFirst : isFirst←False ; kIds,kDist←E:kTemplateNeighbors’(q,k); t ← max( kDist ); update lut using ( key, value ) = (kIds kDist ); else: % find all template neighbors within distance t rIds,rDist←E:kTemplateRadius(q,t); update lut using ( key, value ) = (rIds rDist ); sort lut according to value and only keep the smallest k items; t ← max( value in lut) ; end knnIds, knnScores← E:templateRanking( listIds, T, k);



c = 50



Time (hh:mm:ss) 1:27:31 0:04:31 0:05:26 0:13:00 0:25:04 0:39:36



Storage (Mb) 132.0 0.16 0.32 0.82 1.64 3.27



summarizes the performance of the baseline system and the proposed LSH forest-based system with this parameter setting. The table shows that the proposed ANN system achieves face recognition accuracy comparable to the baseline system, which uses all-to-all matching. This is mainly because the proposed method rejects the majority of reference templates, without computing template-wise similarities.



k = 10



TABLE II: Face recognition performance before and after using the proposed ANN search (l = 50, k = 10, c = 50). METRICS TAR@FAR=0.1% TAR@FAR=1% FAR@TAR=85% RANK@1 RANK@5 RANK@10 TRR%



Baseline System min max med mean 62.2% 68.6% 66.1% 65.8% 80.9% 84.5% 83.5% 83.3% 1.1% 1.9% 1.3% 1.4% 75.2% 79.4% 78.0% 77.9% 86.9% 89.6% 88.5% 88.4% 89.5% 91.8% 91.1% 91.0% N/A N/A N/A N/A



Proposed ANN System min max med mean 62.4% 68.6% 66.1% 66.0% 81.5% 84.9% 83.7% 83.5% 1.0% 1.7% 1.3% 1.3% 75.7% 79.6% 78.47% 78.2% 87.3% 89.5% 89.1% 88.7% 89.2% 91.6% 90.7% 90.8% 84.1% 85.8% 85.2% 85.2%



To better understand the effects of the proposed ANN system, we also provide the genuine vs. impostor score distributions for both the baseline system and the proposed ANN system in Figure 3. We can see that the genuine distribution of the proposed ANN system is very similar to that of the baseline system, indicting that our proposed solution does not eliminate potentially similar subject templates, and they all survive until we compute template-wise similarity scores. In contrast, the impostor distribution changes significantly in the way that many non-zero impostor scores in the baseline system are suppressed to zeros in the proposed system. More precisely, 97.5% of impostor scores are suppressed, implying that we significantly reduced the number of unnecessary evaluations. This is expected because many unlikely subject templates are rejected early in the proposed system, and similarity scores will not be computed at all. Fig. 2: Accuracy performance of the proposed system under various parameter settings, namely l ∈ {10, 20, 50, 100, 200}, k ∈ {10, 30, 50} and c ∈ {10, 30, 50}. From top to bottom, the metrics used are Rank 1 (R1), Rank 5 (R5), and Rank 10 (R10), respectively. The left column fixes the parameter c to 50, while the right column fixes the parameter k to 10.



From the top right plot in Figure 2, we can see that a parameter combination of (l = 50, k = 10, c = 50) achieves approximately the same R10 performance as the brute-force baseline system of [1]. We use this parameter set to compare other accuracy metrics against the baseline system. Table II



V. C ONCLUSIONS We introduced an LSH forest-based solution for the template-based face recognition problem. It decomposes the template-based face recognition problem into three levels: 1) finding the nearest-neighbor for each image in a query template, 2) constructing a candidate template pool, and 3) computing the similarity score only for the surviving templates. Experimental evaluations on the recently released templatebased IJB-A show that the proposed approach achieves significant computational and space savings without sacrificing recognition accuracy.
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(a)



(b)



Fig. 3: Sample genuine vs. impostor distributions of the baseline and proposed system on split 1. (a) baseline. (b) proposed ANN system (l = 50, k = 10, c = 50). Note: to unify the percentile range for both figures, the percentile for the impostor class at score 0.0 in (b) is truncated, and its original value is 0.975.
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